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By enabling better decisions and user experiences 
with real-time data and mobile-enabled transactions
Cairn Oil & Gas, part of Vedanta Limited, has ambitious plans to increase its production to 
500,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day – and its share of India’s domestic oil and gas 
production from around 25% to 50%. Facing lengthy joint venture accounting and period-
end closing cycles, and a complex equity accounting process, Cairn decided to modernize 
its traditional ERP platform to help realize these ambitions. Functionality, such as joint 
venture accounting and new general-ledger integration, and embedded analytics across 
accounts payable would not only deliver tangible process improvements but also 
accelerate Cairn’s digitalization journey across finance, analytics, and procurement. 

How Can Modern ERP Transform 
Business Functions and Enable 
Continuous Excellence?
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Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Lengthy period-end closing and reporting with delays in intercompany consolidation
• Error-prone partner billing due to a lengthy joint venture accounting (JVA) process
• High total cost of ownership due to customization and inability to adopt the latest SAP® software 

innovations

Why SAP
• Collaborative approach from SAP, which helped Cairn Oil & Gas understand the benefits of 

SAP S/4HANA® and conduct an assessment to identify the right implementation plan
• SAP S/4HANA to simplify business processes and augment them with machine learning innovations 

such as intelligent accrual management
• SAP for Oil & Gas solutions, helping simplify and standardize processes to support innovation
• Key technology partnership with SAP

After: Value-Driven Results
• Increased productivity with a transformed user interface, mobile-enabled transactions, and a unified 

Web portal resulting from the “Platform for Achieving Continuous Excellence” project
• Next-generation user experience (UX) with employee self-services based on the SAP Fiori® UX
• Improved business insights with built-in analytics for operational reporting, contract use, delivery time, 

and identification of slow or nonmoving inventory items
• Real-time reconciliation with innovative, next-generation finance and JVA integration 

Enhancing Productivity and the User Experience with 
SAP S/4HANA® and SAP for Oil & Gas Solutions

“SAP S/4HANA has been a key pillar of our 
digitalization journey, helping us simplify business 
processes, establish a platform for future growth, 
and deliver a next-generation user experience.”
Anand Laxshmivarahan, Chief Digital Officer, Vedanta Limited

Cairn Oil & Gas, a 
Vedanta Limited company
Gurgaon, India 
www.cairnindia.com

Industry
Oil and gas

Employees
1,500

Revenue
US$1.7 billion

Products and Services
Crude oil and natural gas 
exploration and production

Featured Solutions and Services
SAP S/4HANA and SAP for Oil & 
Gas solutions 

12%–15%
Productivity improvement 
with a transformed user 
experience and employee 
self-service

Faster
JVA, foreign-exchange, and 
cost allocation cycles, and 
speedier depreciation runs

5x
Improvement in system 
response time
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Cairn Oil & Gas, a Vedanta Limited company, has an ambitious growth target of producing 
500,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day and providing half of India’s oil and gas. As it charted 
its digitalization journey, Cairn realized it needed to modernize and upgrade its ERP platform 
to deploy the latest digital technologies. It became the world’s first exploration and production 
company to convert from the SAP ERP® application to SAP S/4HANA® and SAP for Oil & 
Gas solutions, working with SAP Services and Support. 

Now, it uses the SAP Fiori® user experience (UX) for mobile-enabled transactions and 
apps for financial reports on trial balance, supplier, customer, and asset balances and to 
display available budgets, consumed budgets, and those nearing a critical threshold. This 
has improved decision-making with better availability and accessibility of information and 
facilitated employee self-service on a next-generation UX. Meanwhile, next-generation 
finance and joint venture accounting (JVA) integration enables real-time reconciliation and 
the integration of finance data from inception to till date with JVA details while reducing 
monthly closing cycles time and facilitating valuation management in multiple currencies. 

As next steps in its SAP S/4HANA journey, Cairn plans to enhance the UX with large-
scale deployment of SAP Fiori UX and possible use of machine learning technology.

Enabling Real-Time Joint Venture Accounting 
and Building a Digital Foundation for Growth 

Data reduction from 
7.5 TB to 900 GB, 
resulting in a leaner 
data footprint

88% Reduced
JVA cycle to near real 
time, down from 
8 hours

“SAP S/4HANA is an important step in our digital 
business transformation strategy. It has laid a 
strong foundation for data analytics across 
Vedanta Group. Reducing our data footprint 
offers many opportunities for us in terms of our 
adoption of cloud and emerging technologies.”
Udayveer Singh, Head of SAP and Cloud, Cairn Oil & Gas; 
Enterprise Architect, Vedanta Group


